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CyBit is reinventing entrepreneurship 
with a secure, blockchain-based 

crowdfunding platform 
for startups and investors 

to solve the most critical world problems 
with the best and most diverse ideas possible.



The CyBit crowdfunding model 
focuses on only one world 

“problem of the moment” at a time.

Our platform connects startups 
who aim to solve these problems 

with crowd backers and 
capital investors who want to 
see these solutions realized. 



Welcome to the future of better crowdfunding. 
And the future of a better world.

What’s in it for startups?
You can be a startup, an solo innovator, an NGO or 
established company. You’ll have the chance to solve 
critical world problems on a global scale. Or on a local 
neighborhood scale. You’ll get matched with committed investors
in our platform who will enthusiastically support your idea.
World class business, marketing, financial and technical support
is available throughout the process. 

All on our secure blockchain platform.



What’s in it for investors?

You’ll discover startups who are here to solve the problems
you care about. Business, technical, social ideas, all the ideas 
that match your values in a tightly secure, transparent platform.
You vote for the best ideas with your CyBit tokens and best of all,
your investment value stays yours when those winning ideas go to
market after they’ve left the CyBit nest.

All on our secure blockchain platform.



Why are we blockchain based?

We’re blockchain based for the power, efficiency, accuracy, 
security and reduced cost.
We’re on blockchain because of its decentralized essence.

Crowdfunding on a blockchain platform is a key 
manifestation of how the power of the crowd can be 
harnessed for the good of business and the world.



The CyBit platform: 
Two Phases for a better world.

CyBit takes a unique, two-phase approach to 
our crowdfunding platform and process.

Phase One is where we invite everyone and anyone in the world to
submit a solution to the CyBit “problem of the moment”.  And it's 
the crowdfunders who decide which startup solution is the best, by
investing iCBTs in the one/s they like the most. These investments
remain theirs when the solutions go to market and leave the CyBit
nest.  We close Phase One with the winning idea/s.  And bring in our
next “problem of the moment”.



Phase Two is where we invite the large outside 
investors. Using iCBT, they can gain influence 
and early access to the most promising solutions. 
On top of that, once they have decided which solution/s 
to invest in, they get their investment imprinted in a smart 
contract where their stake is safely held on the blockchain. 
Ideas then go to market, with support offered by the best global  
marketing and business service providers.

The benefit of this two-phase platform is a more custom,
intimate startup/investor relationship, and maximized social
enthusiasm around our focused “problem of the moment”
bringing increased market success.



CyBit tokenomics– 
Two Tokens for a better world.

Our external eCBT and our internal (platform) iCBT.

The eCBT token is our crowdfunding token which will go on the 
exchanges and is the gateway to get the internal iCBT token.
The iCBT is also the fuel of CyBit's decentralized 
entrepreneurship platform. 

CyBit’s platform also allows a fluid exchange between iCBTs
and eCBTs. Startups can become investors without the anxiety
of erratic coin market valuations.



We keep one eye on security– sometimes two.

CyBit provides world-class security in two ways.

First, blockchain provides foundational accuracy and security to our
business. CyBit’s is built on the latest ERC223 platform.

Second, our own platform is constantly being upgraded for the most
secure experience to protect our investor and startup user 
information, transactions and experience.



There is no such thing as a totally secure site, platform 
app or account. But that doesn’t stop us. We keep an eye 
on the latest world-class security technology and tools. We watch
the criminal hackers and thiefs who are eager to plunder the 
crypto-crowdfunding world. We do this for security and peace of
mind – yours and ours.

So about ERC223...



Why the ERC223 platform?

ERC223 eliminates the problem of lost tokens which can 
happen during the transfer of ERC20 tokens to a contract.
ERC223 allows users to send their tokens to a wallet 
or a contract with the same function transfer, thereby 
eliminating the potential for confusion and lost tokens.
It allows developers to handle incoming token transactions, 
and reject non-supported tokens (not possible with ERC20)
Plus, the transfer of ERC223 tokens to a contract is a one-step
process rather than two-step process (for ERC20), and this means 
less gas and no extra blockchain bloating.
We like that. You will, too.



A custom startup environment

Unlike typical crowdfunding platforms, CyBit’s platform won’t
shackle a startup to boilerplate templates. Instead, it encourages
startups to create custom, unique marketing and promotional 
content that truly matches their mission. We also offer 
world-class business and marketing support along the way. 
So you succeed by being and showing up exactly 
as who you are. 



Smart Contracts

From our own CyBit Tokens, to the entire startup and investor 
platform experience, the CyBit platform is secured using 
smart contracts. Smart contracts to protect the rights of 
each stakeholder. Each startup, each investor. 
As it should be. 



The CyBit Platform





Platform home page/app home screen- a focused overview of the POTM, 
for major media attention and easy fast navigation for crowd investors,
VCs and innovator startups, etc.





Platform screen for Innovators. Drag-and-drop any file anywhere 
to make your page your own- not just another boilerplate template. 
Live animated progress images show their social and investor success.





The Crowd investors’s birds’eye view of the POT marketplace: 
easy, fluid searching of all solution submissions with instant follow, 
favorite and funding through the CyBit Exchange (both eCBT and iCBT)



The CyBit Ecosystem Overview 



This is not a get-rich quick ICO scheme 
or crypto fishing expedition.

This is decentralized ownership 
of world-changing solutions 
on a secure, 21st Century 
blockchain platform.



CyBit token distribution and allocation







CyBit timeline





CyBit Executive Leadership

We have attracted and assembled a powerful team of passionate
professionals who are recognized experts in technology, 
security, engineering, business and brand strategy, corporate 
culture, social media and entrepreneurship.

Get to know our Executive Team. 



B. Lee Jones Chief Executive Officer

A recipient of the prestigious CIO 100 Award as one of the top
Chief Information Officers in the world for his work in 
Enterprise Application Integration. A widely published and
quoted authority on enterprise application architecture and
integration, computer and network security, international IT
management, ISO, CoBit ITIL, HIPAA and Sarbanes-Oxley 
compliance as well as wireless telecommunication technology,
cloud computing and social networking. He has held executive
information technology positions at companies ranging from
early stage startups to the Fortune 100. Lee is multi-lingual
and multi-cultural conscious. He has served as a senior 
advisor to many technical publications and investment 
organizations. He has been a featured speaker at the Stanford
GSB High Technology Conference, the UCLA Anderson School of 
Management BIT Conference, on CIO Talk Radio and KSCO
Radio AM. He was the keynote speaker at the Information
Week Leadership Summit at Interop 2017.



Naquib Hatami Founder
Chief Technology Officer

A seasoned technology executive with upwards of 20
years of executive experience in technology, Naquib has
worked with and supported prestigious projects such as
High Performance Computing Modernization Program
(HPCMO)/Defense Research and Engineering Network
(DREN). His expertise led to the start of successful 
businesses such as Cipher Communications, Ciyasoft
Corporation and Motion Matters, Inc. He has been
awarded two (2) patents from USPTO and has eight (8)
pending patents in the areas of Social Networking, 
Dynamic Distance Calculation, Mobile Safety and 
Networking. Naquib aims to bring a new perception 
towards blockchain, one that involves trust, safety, 
security and accessibility.



Paul MacFarlane Chief Marketing Officer

An experienced Global Business and Brand Strategist. 
He’s the guy you call when you want super-fast, deep,
meaningful human solutions and ideas to move your
brand and business to growth and total financial/
ethical/social/cultural success. He has worked and 
created massive, positive impact for many global
brands including Audi, Anheuser-Busch Apple, Audi,
Daimler-AG , Levis, Manchester United, Mercedes-Benz,
McDonald’s, Microsoft, Puma, Nissan, Volvo and The U.S.
State Department. Paul is a global, award-winning
strategist, writer, artist/designer, producer, director, 
musician and author whose ideas and insights have
been published worldwide. His passion for progressive
technology and world-changing ideas makes his CyBit
role both critical and joyous. 



Garima Singh Chief Strategy Officer

A seasoned IT professional with a rare combination of
sound technical knowledge and business acumen. 
Co-founder of two IT organizations, Niza Global Solu-
tions and Viraj Consultancy Services. Leading these
companies to a high and sustainable growth path, at
the same time also helping various other organizations
as technical/strategy consultant.  As Technical Strategy
Consultant, she is working with companies which are
trying to disrupt the traditional business models using
BlockChain Technology. she provides a complete
roadmap to develop a feasible and practical business
model that benefits all the stakeholders, promoters, 
investors and customers.



Guney Demirci VP Operations

Guney has over six years of experience in Marketing and
Business Development. His work with multinational 
companies prepares him for adjusting marketing focus 
to meet cultural variances. He will contribute to Cybit’s 
success through his expertise as a Operations professional.
He has proven expertise working directly with companies
and organizations to achieve their business goals. He will
utilize his considerable talents to expand community 
outreach efforts and drive business development success.
His expertise ranges from developing innovative planning
best practices to in-depth knowledge of complex federal
programs.



Rishi Anand Chief Software Developer

Rishi is a well-accomplished Technology and Strategy 
Consultant with over 25 years’ Experience. He has 
successfully directed multiple Initiatives that focused on 
various aspects of Enterprise Architecture, Cloud Strategies,
Systems Engineering, Commercial-off-the-Shelf Integration
and Providing complete effective life-cycle e-business solu-
tions. His Broad Industry Experience includes Business, 
Finance, Telecommunications, Cable, DoD, FAA, Financial
Regulatory Agencies - Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 
Education and other Commercial Verticals. Rishi has also
supported varied FinTech Product Portfolios in Retail Banking
and Credit Card sectors that include Fraud Detection, Risk
Management, Deposit Operations, Claims and Disputes
Framework and Business Loss Mitigation.



Jonas Bergvall Chief Culture Officer

As a Chief Culture Officer at CyBit Jonas Bergvall 
brings a master level of understanding, developing 
and refining internal core values, beliefs and company 
behaviors. With 25 years of experience from communication
and brand development internationally he brings an 
understanding of market context, will influence market 
positioning and creatively address excellent user experience.
With deep involvement in the crypto space Jonas also brings
insights and network valuable to CyBit. The CCO's key 
function is to keep a hand on the pulse of the internal vibe,
while through business intelligence look for key aspects of
the market place to pursue as opportunities and build a 
customer-centered culture that resonates throughout the
company and community.
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